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The Human Person and the EnvironmentThe Human Person and the Environment

December
2011

Typhoon Sendong made
landfall in Mindanao, which
brought heavy rains that
caused flooding in Cagayan
de Oro City and Iligan City,
leaving around eight hundred
persons dead.

December
2012

Typhoon Pablo ravaged
Mindanao which left around
one thousand five hundred
fatalities

November
2013

Typhoon Yolanda hit Leyte
and Samar and took the lives
of more than five thousand
people.

To live life to the fullest and ensure that the
future generation could also experience the
same, it is imperative to take care of thetake care of the
natural environment.natural environment.

As we continue to explore essence of the
human person, it is essential to include how
we interact with the natural environment.
After all, Mother Nature could greatly
influence the quality of human life

Enlightened AnthropocentrismEnlightened Anthropocentrism

Maintains that human beings have a moral
duty to set limits in the utilization of natureset limits in the utilization of nature's
good in order to protect the needs of the
future generation.

entails moral deliberation and sustainable
actions that are grounded on the fundam‐
ental human inclination for preservation

humans should conserve and protect the
environment because protecting the enviro‐
nment is also an act of protecting
themselves and others

 

Miss Earth 2017 - Karen IbascoMiss Earth 2017 - Karen Ibasco

"I believe that the real problem in this world
is not climate change; the real problem is us
because of our ignorance and apathy. What
we have to do is to start changing our ways,
to start recalibrating our minds, and redire‐
cting our steps, because together, as a
global community, our micro efforts will
have a macro effect to help save our home,
our planet. Thank you."

AnthropocentrismAnthropocentrism

stems from the Judaeo-Christian tradition

humans are the chief stewards of God's
Creation

non-human beings have no intrinsic value
since they are only valuable depending on
their utility to human beings

This concept has a long-standing influence
on how human beings treat the natural
environment. For years, humans have
exploited Mother Nature and left traces of
destruction all over the world

4 Principles of Anthropocentrism4 Principles of Anthropocentrism

Four principles that define human beings'
relationship with the natural environment
(Fernandez, 2019).

First, human beings must recognize their
moral obligations to the present generation
of human beings in relation to their utiliz‐
ation of environmental goods

Second, the present generation must
consider the well-being of future genera‐
tions and be aware that the stability and
health of the future generations are directly
affected by the decisions that the present
generation makes concerning the enviro‐
nment.

Third, people must understand and
consider the full value of the various
ecological services provided by the
ecosystem.

 

4 Principles of Anthropocentrism (cont)4 Principles of Anthropocentrism (cont)

Finally, people must recognize that nature
has an aesthetic value.

Gallinero, et al., 2018Gallinero, et al., 2018

As moral agents, it is their responsibility to
decide what is right even if their behavior
and decisions are influenced by the culture
of global corporations.

Approaches to the EnvironmentApproaches to the Environment

Instru‐
mental
Approach

Human being affirms the
protection of the environment
as long as it possesses valuevalue
or importanceor importance for human being.

 He/she takes care of the
environment because it is a
medium in establishing his/hermedium in establishing his/her
societysociety and civilization.

Axiolo‐
gical
Approach

Human being recognizes the
intrinsic value of the enviro‐intrinsic value of the enviro‐
nmentnment.

Anthro‐
pological
Approach

The focus of establishing relati‐
onship with the environment is
not environment itself but
his/her “being”.his/her “being”.

Utilitari‐
anism

Our action is ethically right
when it produces greater
happiness for the greatergreater
number of peoplenumber of people, otherwise
the action is ethically wrong

Natural
Law
Ethics

We respect nature because
God created it for divinedivine
purposepurpose.
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Approaches to the Environment (cont)Approaches to the Environment (cont)

Value
Ethics
Perspective

The act of caring andcaring and
respectingrespecting becomes our
second nature.

Sacredness
of Enviro‐
nment

The environment shall
always have an inherent
relation with the CreatorCreator.

Deep EcologyDeep Ecology

Arne Naess, A Norwegian philosopher
coined the term in 1973.

radical responses to Anthropocentrism

Deep Ecology is a new ecologicalDeep Ecology is a new ecological
philosophy (ecosophy)philosophy (ecosophy) that considers
humanity an integral part of nature. The
ideology stresses the interdependence of
nature, humans, and non-humans, as well
as the environment and its natural
processes.

ecological science is concerned only with
facts and reasoning and cannot address
ethical questions about how human beings
can live

Human beings need ecological wisdom. By
concentrating on deep knowledge, deep
questioning, and deep involvement, Deep
Ecology seeks to establish an integrated
structure where each gives rise to and
supports the other.

Society needs to find a middle ground
between Anthropocentrism and Deep
Ecology.

Simon Caney (2020)Simon Caney (2020)

There is overwhelming evidence that human
activities are changing the climate system.
The emission of greenhouse gases results
in increased temperatures, rising sea levels,
and severe weather events (such as storm
surges).

 

Fernandez, 2019Fernandez, 2019

Nature has human-like characteristics and
can also reciprocate the kind of treatment
they have towards it. The natural enviro‐
nment follows the law of reciprocity
whereby any good deed done to it is justly
and equally compensated.

Influence of Humans to EnvironmentInfluence of Humans to Environment

The
Spirit of
Stewar‐
dship

Human being is part of creation.
He/she is not the author of
his/her existence. His/her
existence comes from his/her
creator; he/she is not the masterhe/she is not the master
of his/her existenceof his/her existence

 Human action does not only
determine the kind of enviro‐
nment he/she wants to live in,
but also it determines his/her
existence in the environment.
His/her action becomes
reflexive to his/her own self-r‐reflexive to his/her own self-r‐
ealization.ealization.

 human being has to take care of
the environment, and not to
destroy it

Summit
of
Creation

he/she has moral responsibility
to take care and respect thetake care and respect the
environmentenvironment

 In this context, he/she
recognizes the “otherness”“otherness” of
the environment
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